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Planetarium Sets Spring Schedule, Welcomes All
STONEHENGE, STONE-AGE COMPUTER:
April 17 to May 19

~/~~~)
/ -

Two thou!ruld years before Christ, on Salisbury Plain
in· E~gland, the builders of Stonehenge had marked the
rising of the sun at the summer solstice. During the
next few centuries they raised stones weighing thirty
tons, aligning them to an accuracy of inches in order
to point out other ·important risings of the sun and
moon. In the Southworth Planetarium we will discuss
the origins of Stonehenge and illustrate its use as a
Stone-age computer for predicting seasons and eclipses.
Public Shows : Tuesday, May 2, at 8 :00 p.m.
Sunday, May 7, at 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 9, at 8:00 p.m.

SOLAR ECLIPSE, 1972: May 22 to June 16

The Southworth Planetarium is located in the
two-story wing of the Science Building which
is pictured above. Individuals are invited to
make reservations to attend any of the free
Public Shows listed inside. · Organized groups
can arrange for special showings.
THE CHANGING SEASONS: February 14 to
March 17
Spring arrives on March 20 this year when the sun
"crosses the equator". Demonstrations will be made to
show how the earth's yearly revolution around the sun
results in the changing seasons and the varying lengths
of the day. ·
Public Shows: Tuesday , Feb . 29, at 8 :00 p.m.
Sunday, March 5, at 3:00 p.m .
Tuesday , March 7, at 8 :00 p.m.

EXPLORATION OF THE MOON:
to April 14

·

On Jult 10, 1972, there will be a total eclipse of the
sun, visible along a path stretching between Alaska and
Nova Scotia. This program will explain how and when
eclipses occur and will duplicate in the Planetarium the
spectacular event to be seen this summer.
Public Shows : Tuesday , May 30, at 8 :00 p.m.
Sunday, June 4, at 3 :00 p.m.
Tuesday, June 6, at 8:00 p.m.

RESERVATIONS FOR SPECIAL SHOWS
Special arrangements may be made for programs for
any group or organization at times other than those
listed for public shows. Group reservations should be
made as much in advance as possible , and always at
least a week in advance, by calling 773-2981 and asking
for extension 393 . In addition to the Show of the
Month, other topics are available.

March 20

Since July, 1969, when man first set foot on the
moon, we have learned a great deal about our satellite
This program will deal with the mechanics of putting~
man on the moon, the newly explored features of its
surface, the latest discoveries, and a look at future possibilities for colonization.
Public Shows : Tuesday, April 4 , at 8 :00 p.m.
Sunday, April 9, at 3: 00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 11, at 8:00 p.m .'

The projector in the Southworth Planetarium was donated by Mrs. Constant Southworth in memory of her
husband. Constant Southworth was a prominent Portland publisher and a public-spirited businessman.
The projector is engineered to show the appearance
of the sky at any time of night, :any time of any year,
and from any place on earth. In addition, astronomical
events stretching over thousands of years can easily be .
compressed into no more than a few minutes _of viewing_time.

Profs Plan Tuesday Talk
on Today's China
Will Nixon's China trip assure his reelection in November? Does China really want the U.S. out of the
Far East? Is " summitting" a sound and productive
way to conduct foreign policy ? Is China ready to compromise her hitherto adamant position on Taiwan?
What does the Nixon trip suggest about the relationship between ideology and foreign policy? Was the
Americn public ready for these overtures to Peking; or
was the public opinion brought around by the government and the media? Is China 1894 or Utopia (or
something else?)
These and other questions will be the subject of informal discussion Tuesday afternoon between four professors, a student, and anyone else who wants to join
in . The participants will be· Professors Joyce Bibber
and Craig Dietrich of the History Department, John
Peirce and James Roberts of the Political Science De-partment, and Mr. William Ames, a Liberal Arts student at Portland.
All members of the UMPG and the greater Portland
communities are cordially invited. Place and time:
Room 326, Luther Bonney Hall on the Portland campus, Tuesday, February 29 at 3:00 p.m. Coffee will be
served compliments of the History Department.

During these
following hours someone will be in the Security Office in Corthell Hall to take tickets and
answer any questions you may have concernparking on campus.
Monday
8:00 to 10:00 a.m. 2:00 to 4:30
Tuesday
8:00 to 11:00 a:m. 1:00 to 4:30
Wednesday
1: 00 to 4: 30
Thursday
10:00 to 11:00 a.m. 1:00 to 4:30
Friday
8:00 to 10:00 a.m. 1:00 to 2:00
Thank you for your cooperation.

Prints Displayed Wed~Lithos, Screens A ~pecial one-day presentation of original lithograph , intaglio, silkscreen and woodcut prints.will be
held Wednesday, March 1 from 10 am to 4 pm in the
lobby of Luther Bonney Hall , University of Maine at
Portland. The public is invited 1o view this unique
collection of the Lakeside Studio from Lakeside ,
Michigan and to meet their representative, Mr. Tom
McCormick, who will be happy to answer questions
both historical and technical. Works to be displayed
are available for purchase.
The works t o be exhibited here contain prints by
old master and modern master artists such as Albrecht
Durer, Martin Schongauer, Jacques Callot , William
Blake, Georges Rouault and Pablo Picasso. Also
there will be prints by contemporary artists Leonar_d
Baskin , Garo Antreasian , Mark Tobey, S. W. Hayter
and many others including Gabor Peterdi, Larry
Barone, Keith Hatcher and Jack Couthlin who reside
in the northeastern states.
The purpose of Lakeside Studio is two-fold . First,
to make available high quality, original prints to established and beginning collectors and, second , to
fulfill a need for rapport with the working printmaker.
Located on five wooded acres overlooking Lake Michigan, yet within an hour's drive of Chicago, the studio
offers a fully-equipped lithograph and intaglio workshop. These facilities have been set up and operated
by master printers trained at Tamarind Lithography
Workshop in Los Angeles.
Editions by .Baskin, Richard Hunt, Misch Kohn
and Minna .Citron, to name only a few, have so far
been made for an annual program of intensive study
which the noted English printmaker Michael Rothenstein will inaugurate this summer. Included on the
property is a SO-room hotel which was once a popular resort and now provides living quarters for visiting artists, professors, curators and _gallery directors.
The Lakeside Studio collection of over 800
0'riginal ·pii11ts.1outs-the •coontry,e,;tcH-teat f vi<Sit1ng1 ' •· ·
major museums and "niver<S'itlh.,tUi!i~ ·, :• •f:r ,.,, ,;1,J ·w1

'AR. 3 THE LADY fROiTI /HAflGHAI
:,late with fvn Howe and Well ;., forriou f hall of m,;r<x,r

~,!~R. 4 OTHELLO

,.~ Jhot oll ?ve< Ellfope .. .an attefnf-,

murde< In o Turktr,, bcrh

Films and the·Half-wit Brother
-ciated (without it the ORSON WELLES.FILMS would
This past Friday night one of Orson W~lle_s', most
not have been possible , it seems to be misdirected)-ancf
successful films, Touch of Evil, was shown in Gorham
it
is greatly exploited.
while in Portland. Richard Grossinger sponsored The
Misdirected--going to see Fellini'.s Satyricon does
Films of Kenneth Anger, featuring my all-time favor"
not
a film historian make, and contrary to what one
ite Scorpio Rising. On NET's film oddysey Ivan the ·
local
supposed film ~uff said to another (who was
Terrible was screened, and at the Paris Cinema's spequick
to agree) Ingmar Bergman did not make Shoot
cial $1 11 : 15 show Performance played. These mothe Piano Player!
vies (not to mention the regular film fare which inExploited--not only do movies cost a lot these
clude Straw Dogs and The French Connection) were
days in rentals (recent films for colleges run at about f
shown on one Friday night in the greater Portland a-_
$200, although usually more---$400 .. Jike for Gimm'ee
rea.
Shelter) but all the paraphenalia that goes with the
The above points out that if movies aren't becomcurrent movie i.raze is priced too high when you consiing more popular at least they're being shown at more
der what you get for your money. Upon a trip to any
places more often by more people. For it seems that
bookstore you will find a quantity of books entitled
not only is everybody and theµ half:wit brother maTHE FILMS OF------ [fill in the blank with the
king movies these days (to steal a line from Welles),
camp movie star of the month] with a lot of pictures,
but everybody is showing movies or film festivals---as
a few color plates, a synopsis of a movie here or there
they are now called (usually with the half-wit brother
as well as a three page introduction by some director
running the projector).
.
.
.
turned movie maker. The _price for this walk down
The ranks of film freaks are growing and it seems
movie memory lane---$10.95 or $6.95 in paperback.
that anyone who has read a review of A CLOCKWORK
your nostalgia.
0RANGE. qti~if1~;.
J~)~~ \ pi~lf~:.c#J ~ts\v,~(~r: ,. , \ J ,You pay for
1.1 ., ( , ._ 1_: 1
~
r ~ ••••,. ,• ' ·,
~ l
r l ~ ~, '•, .
although this sudden enthusiasm in movies is appre-
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ACI L Seeks Students
Seeking Monies
We've all suffered time and again, but there is a new
limited remedy provided in the university's governance
structure---The Advisory Committee for InnovativeLearning Practices, a majority of whose members are
students. The remedy is- limited but only by our imaginations.
Students may apply directly to ACILP to seek funding for student initiated learning experiences. We've yet
to turn any student away (maybe because none have
applied?). There are excellent possibilities for funding
a student initiated program if quick action is taken (for
this semester~, or for the next academic year if applica~
tions are received before the end of th,e semester.
Student bitching.itself can be constructive, but if it
is accompanied by a re~sonable proposed remedy it
carries far more weight. The next time you catch yourself bored and bitching go one step further; think of an
imaginative alternative and let us know. We're willing
to listen to anything; ·
It is evident progress will not be enhanced by leaving
the burden of innovation up to the faculty. Contact the
committee directly or through your representative . If
would like to function.
Student Representatives ...
Sharon Smith--School of Education
Richard Allen---School of Business
Mike Mack---School of Law
Charles Rollins---College of Liberal Arts
Beth Singer---SCOGIS
Rita Hammond--School of Nursing.

The recent blizzrd that thrashed central and
southern Maine buried the Gorham campus
road system and parking lots under one foot
plus of snow. It wasn't until mid-day Monday
that the roads were completely passable, and
even then the parking lots were full of snowed
in cars, Hopefully the end of the week will
find the campus cleared of the excess snow.

Plant Head Antagonizes Animal Lover in Port.,
Whole Situation Going to the Dogs
On Washburn Avenue in Portland the university
maintains an office for the maintenance department
where the central offices of that section are located.
Last week Sherry Brown, a fiance of a night custodian
at Portland, discovered that a family of dogs had taken
up residence in the area underneath the building. Included in the family were 4 puppies about 7 weeks
old as well as· the two parents.
Last Wednesday Sherry went to the house to feed
the dogs. At that time it was unsure as to whether
the dogs had eaten recently. So at about 4:30 she-Sherry--went down to the house to check the group
and fed them. At that time she took one of th6se
puppies surviving ( one had died before she got there)
as there was a home available for it.
The next day she returned to the house again and
found that the school had notified the Canine Control
which was supposed to pick up the dogs in the near
future. Having homes for all the dogs, she went to get
her fiance who would help her get the animals. At
3: 30 when they both returned, Millard 'McCaslin--the
plant director--was there, and he didn't seem to be too
happy. When Sherry got out of the car to get them
he demanded to know "what right do you have to
come on university property and take something?"
The implication was that the dogs were university
property and that nobody had the right to come onto

the grounds to help the animals.
At this point Sherry explained that homes were
available for all the dogs and that she merely sought
to get them to the homes:
Although she had been around the dogs for two
days, Mccaslin said that the dogs were mean and they
would make problems if any of the pups were taken.
The couple didn't challenge tqe director and left.
Upon getting home, Sherry called the Humane Society and asked what could be done about the animals.
She was told she had every right to act in the best interest of the animals and if she had homes for them to
go get them. So at 6 they went back to retrieve the
dogs. When they arrived at the house the water dish
they had left in the afternoon wa·s gone. They fed the
dogs and then took the puppies, intending to come
back later for the parent dogs. There were no howls
of protest from the older dogs--in fact, they were very
friendly.
Saturday the other two dogs were picked up.
It seems a· rather good reflection on any person
who would go out of their way to find mongrel dogs
a home. At the same time the university should be
more understanding in such a situation, and do the
most it can to help good samaritans. The Plant Department should help--and not hinder--those helping
the community.

May 17 Deadline Set for· Grant Applications
The National Endowment for the Humanities has begun a program of grants for support of humanities projects initiated and conducted by young people. NEH
thereby becomes one of the few Federal agencies so involved. Announcement of the new program was made
by Dr. Ronald S. Berman, the Endowment's Chairman,
who said that NEH is enoouraging proposals for projects effective immediatley.
Created in line with a recommendation made last
year by the National Council on the Humanities, the
new program - called "Youthgrants in the Humanities" - will consider applications from botp, students
and young persons out of school. In announcing the
program, Mr. Berman described it as "an important
new thrust in the Endowment's continuing efforts to
interest and involve all sectors of the population inithe
humanities." The program will offer young people an
opportunity to translate t~~ir -~qucMi,on~ ~q ~~hical
concerns into concrete projects· and to 'reflect critically

on their own beliefs and 'values as well as those held by
the larger society.
March 17th has been set as the first deadline for
"Youthgrants" applications for projects scheduled to
begin during the summer of fall of 1972. Proposals
will be evaluated comparatively by a panel of young
prople prior to submission to the National Council on
the Humanitiea, which makes final recommendations
on all applications for Endowment grants.
Further information about the program, including
eligibility, application procedures, and grant requirements is contained in a brochure available without
charge from: Youthgrants in the Humanities, National
Endowment for the Humanities, Washington, D.C.,
20506.
,

Please note that ...
· All seniors graduating in May or August, come to the
Registrar's Office on _either campus and pick up ·ao applicatio11' tor a 'd'ekr'ee·bf Marcii 11.' ·, ' --, -' " ·· · ·
· · ((':_
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Local _Professors Publish
Theatre Arts Book on
Local Folklore
'
A handqook to assist persons interested
in writing
and producing plays based on local folklore and history
has been written by two members of the speech department of the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham.
Dr. Edwin R. Hansen and William P. Steele have written a work entitled Production in the Grassroots Theatre, an explanation of the unique aspects of grassroots
or regional theatre. According to the authors, grassroots theatre involves the production of plays which
are based on the events and peQple of the region in
which the production takes place. As they point out,
"it is a way of making significant po1nts about the heri·tage of a region and is a means of celebrating this heritage."
The handbook notes that as small towns in America
tend to meld into larger, less well-defined areas, there
is danger of losing much of the local culture which is
characteristic of the small town. Regional theatre is
seen as a way of discovering and presenting the principles and ideals which have made the region or town distinctive.
The handbook is a University of Wisconsin Arts and
Communjty publication.
Dr. Hansen has been with the University since 1964
and was appointed full professorship in February 1971.
He holds a B.S. degree from Tufts University, an M.A.
degree from the University of Denver, and a Ph.D degree from Cornell University. He has been active in regional theatre in Maine for a number bf years. '
Steele, who was named assistant, professor in I 967,
holds a B.S. and an M.A. degreeJ'rom the University of
Maine. He is currently, researching a theatre appreciation textbook with Professor Herschel Bricker, a visiting lecturer from the Farmington campus. Steele is the
authqr ·of ,The-- ,CfliJ..-.acfttrrof .Midodrama;,, ptJblished··by
the University of Maine.firess)ut 961,;; zrn,_,_ ;::.f
, ,-

Editorials
but it don't mean ...
A great sense of urgency is felt among those people in
the university who had hoped that the student press here
would make great strides forward in giving this year UMPG a quality student newspaper. Even by stretching our
definitions to their limits ( does this include closing our
eyes to personal folly?), we can only be disappointed in
attitudes expressed both in print and off the record regarding latent adolescence.
How can better relationships between the campuses
be built? Do we regress to pre-merger days when them
hicks out there and those snobs in there dict~ted how we
referred to each other? Do we make sly references to
old animosities? Intelligent and reasonable men do not,
and we can be thankful that there are only a few lacking
such attributes left.
Absurdity seems to be the order of the day for some.
But then some have always been out of touch with reality, living in their own world of power to use things as
they see fit. It is indeed unfortunate that we all must be
included in their play world.
The Student Voice carried a little quote that seems
very appropriate at this point in time:

As Seen By
HOLT

RSG is alive and alert ...
but unofficial

Of late, there appears to have been considerable confusion on the part of the resident students of UMPG as to the function of the Resident Student Government, Indeed, a large number of the student whom this columnist interviewed were unaware of the existance of RSG.
Insofar as the Resident Student Government is a
vital and inherent part of the UMPG community
and serves nearly 900 resident students, it is necessary to explain RSG's function.
Resident Student Government, although under
the nominal supervision of the Student Affairs
Committee, is a semi-independent governing body composed of representatives from each of the
Gorham campus dormatories. It is charged with
the responsibility of setting policy for the individual dormatories and serving as a sounding-board
for student complaints within dorms. Actually,
RSG is a governing unit for the resident studetns

What is Relevant?
I

I think everybody should hibernate, sit at home and
don't do nothing till this shit goes away...
'
In about three months it should.

Superficial Man
Richard Milhouse Nixon is now returning from Com•
munist China. According to all news reports, the President had a ball, toasting aged revolutionaries with vintage
California champagne, drinking his own water, and kib~
bitzing on the ·sly with Chou and Mao. Comments from
the media regarding his stay in the land of the GreatWall
range from "historic" to "truly heattwarming". While all
this is going on it may well happen that a majority of
people will forget what kind of man is represfmting them.
Now for the pause that refreshf:S ..• your memory: Richard Nixon is the kind of man who would let your son,
brother, or father die in Viet Nam when there is still time
to g~t him out alive ( or to at least save him from dying in
vain). He is the kind of man who, willing -to deprive a
man of his life, ·would apparently stop at nothing to remain in the position of President. This is the smilingly
amicable man who is shaking hands with Chou En Lai
and drink.mg mai-tai with Chairman Mao. Everything he
does is politically timed and oriented; and the American
public is going for it hook, line, and sinker. Bravo America!
The trip is indeed historic. It is, in fact, a first ( for many aides, at least - See'· the Forbidden City, become a
Presidential advisor!). But there are superficial descriptions at best. No matter where he goes, Nixon is the
same megalomaniac who lets nien die in Viet Nam. He is
the same Commander-in-Chief of a sick and degenerate
power structure controlled by big business and the Military - all of this destined for demise.
There are those who are trying to change all that; may
they have all the luck the Power structure can afford to
yield. But this is not the way. The answer does not lie
with the Muskies and McGoverns of the world. Neither
does it lie entirely in the hands of the electorate. Rather,
the answer exists not in "doing", but rather in "not doing". Unfortunately, when you involve yourself in the
problems of America in order to find a solution, you usually forget about the solution because, all of a sudden,
you're part of the problem yourself. In effert, public service projects set up by the government are another way
of the government getting you imrolved so that you '11 iorget why you're there. It is difficult to sit back and watch
all this violence and bloodshed. But don't worry. You'll
get used to it. Everyone else has. In fact, it's become an
American pastime.
Only you can set yourself free

a:.

staff ...
Paul Whitmore
Judene Dyer
Charles Swett
Bill Wood
Kathy Swett
Lynn Franklin
Bernie Cowan
.Alex Holt
Barbara Alloway
Dave Javor
Scott Alloway
Brian Kendrick
Peter Cates
Tim Colen:ian
Kathy Greene
Dyan McCarthy
Telephone 839-3351
ext. 569
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of the Gorham campus. In answer to the charge
made by several interviewed students that RSG
does nothing, this columnist would like to mention two of the more recent projects and recommendations which RSG has made to the UMPG
Administration.
First there has been a certain amount of security problems present in the women's dorms, most
notably incidents that had occurred in UptonHastings and Towers. RSG recommended that
night watchmen be placed in the campus dorms
through the end of the semester, and then to
hopefully have an extensive security system installed for the fall semseter in each of the dorms.
Resultently, there will be male receptionists in the
larger dorms on campus through the end of the
semester and the matter of possible security systems is being actively looked into for next year.
cont. on5

True Confession: I laugh at "All In The Family" and have gotten so used to growing up with
Lucy on TV that I just can't cut the cord. I run
the water while I brush my teeth. I use Tide.
And two-ply toilet paper. Blue. With those little
fleurs de lis on them. Because they match the
motif of my bathroom.
I enjoy blazing ·fires in my fireplace. The last
movie I saw was "Lady and the Tnµnp," which
· exploits women. My bottles are nonreturnable
and' I don't separate my garbage; which I burn in
my blazing fireplace.
, I just can't help it. I'm a failure at relevance.
There are, however, some things about which I
am 'relevant. I don't have a snowmobile or a sable coat. But that's about it. l" read the wrong
things (Nash, not Yevtushenko). I eat the wrong
things (meat, not brown rice). I enjoy the wrong
theatre (Neil Simon, riot Albee).
So what tan I do? I am a product of an educa-

tional system and a biodegradable environment
that makes ni.e feel I have to take the pleasure
out of pleasure, the enjoyment out of enjoying.
·Toe product of a guilt-ridden culture where free
love means I always have to say I'm sorry.
But what's so relevant about relevancy anyway?
A while ago, I visited the University of Wisconsin campus at Green Bay - a college totally devoted to the study of ecology. There one student told me, "It's okay, but you feel guilty doing anything that's not relevant." I thought the
remark was ridiculous. • After a day there , I
found myself checking the soap in the school lav
soap dishes to make sure they were using the
Right Kind.
So- what' is relevant?
Bicycling? . Good for the
J
,,
enviornment. Cuts down on air pollution. ~ut I
don't like bicycling. It's not ggod for my psychological environment.
·
And what is meaningful? It's the hey-day 'of
the academic radical chic where everything must
have a Profound Meaning; where anything more
than a pair of jeans and a stereo system borders
on decadence ; where back-to-earth means backto-dearth.
cont. on page 9
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Letters...
Dear Editor:
ments.
pected to condone the anti-war
On ·January 20, the case of nine
We are asking for the courts to activities of the VV AW at Dormembers of VV AW arrested dur- uphold our action against the War chester, so we must put on all the
ing a December 30 protest action Macliine instead of trying to help pressure we can; we will try to
at the Armed Forces Recruiting destroy the anti-war m0vement. win our case on the court's own
Station in Dorchester came before We ask everone, particularly now terms, of course; we will also try
the Dorchester District Court. · As the Superior Court of Suffolk to win our case on our own terms,
400 Anti-War protestors chanted County to get with us behind the to make the court see why we did
and picketed peacefully outside truth that the Vietnam War is a- what we did, to expose the court
the windows o( the packed court- gainst the laws of the Geneva Con- to the larger issues at hand, the
room , judge Joseph Feeney, a self- vention, against the laws of the blatant illegality of the heinously
described "liberal" advised the six· Constitution of the U.S.A., since destructive Vietnam War, and the
defense councilors, three of whom any treaty, including the Geneva inflexibility of the present court
were also defendants, that the Convention becomes an Amend- system which can not hear what
case would be tried on the basis ment to the Constitution when millions ot Americans consider to
of evidence only, and that he signed, and tiierefore the law of be their cas, for justice.
would not permit the courtroom the land.
J. Hanley Jr.
to become a "three ring circus."
The Superior Court is not exPortland,
Me.
Weinberg, one of the defendants
read a motion that- since the court
is a prime recruiter for the armed Dear Dr. McNeil:
longer any "Gorham personnel"
services, the court should__disqua,
I must protest· the February 21 or "Portland personnel," but that
lify itself from trying this case announcement concerning "Ten- there were only UMPG personnel
involving another recruiting sta- ure Status, Gorham Personnell" at UMPG. The announcement
tion, sjnce this constitutes a "con- sent to Deans and Department that "Gorham personnel" are tobe
f!ict of irtterest." The motion was Chairmen from the Vice Chancel- given special consideration for
bas~d on the practice of the court !or's Office through the Vice Pre- tenure under more lenient· rules
of giving young defendants the sident for Academic Affairs. This than those outlined by Dr. Mac
"choice"<of either joining the ser- announcement came as a shock to -Leod on February 9 must come as
· vice or going to jail. At this point, m~, particularly since this is t~e•an insult to my colleagues who
the judge wiaved jurisdiction, send- first year of complete academic were Gorham personnel an<,i are
ing the case to Superior Court, merger of Portland and Gorham. now at UMPG. It represents a blaand left the courtroom.
· It is extremely puzzling in view of tant allegation by high University
Judge Feeney declined jurisdic- your recent public statements a- officials that personnel fnm the
tion in this case because the court. bout how ·well the merger is work- Gorham campus are nc.. really eis not.considered by those in pow- ing.
.
qual _to personnel from the Port~r t~ N tJrr1:1ip,!~~ ~<;>Ati~,i" state,~.~ ;,,{_u._n~erstood ~~at ther~._'Y,e~e~~~ t-~
Ar,,
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Robert Grant

Bob Grant is the Registrar
of UMPG ...
interview by Sue McKeneni

OBSERVER: What is your role as registrar in terms of
Primirily I'm a recordkeeper and therefore I just cony out university policy.
University governance?
A computerized registration and schedllling system woukl remove this first come first seroe
ANSWER: Primarily I'm a record keeper and therebasis.
fore I just carry out University policy. I guess basically
Priorities UXJuld be set but the timing of turning the registration forms wouldn't efyou just have to say whatever policies are developed by
fect those priorities.
the council and approved by whatever bodies are necesThese were records for students who had been at UMP
sary with respect to record keeping are to be carried
scheduling system would remove this first come first
before the merger. I think probably you're aware that
out by my office.
serve basis. Priorities would be set but the timing of
all records of students who were at UMP prior to the
OBSERVER: As newly appointed registrar at UMPG
turning _in the registration forms wouldn' t affect those
merger were created and maintained at Orono. We're
what's your evaluation of the registration procedures
priorities. In other words if you were a senior psychoslowly getting these done and I say slowly becuase the
during the last semester?
logy major and you wanted a p,sychology course even
registrar at Orono has no extra help to put on that parGRANT: Unfortunately we're -stuck with a card sys- though you turned your registration form in on the
ticular problem. He's doing hts best to .get these retern. That means an arena type registration, a gymnas- last day the system would give you the top priority for
cords to us as fast as he can. We received a bafc_h last
ium or an armory has to be used. Students have to
that psychologh course. So it removes that first come
week and another this week.
physically pick up a card in order to be enrolled in a first serve effect which we have now. Secondly, it supcertain course. We're stuck with that because to d~- plies the university with something it doesn't have toYes, we are acutely aware of the problem and we're
velope the only alternative that I nkow of is to have a day and that is true demand figures . That means if 400
doing our best to solve it as quickly as possible. That's
computerized type of registration. This process is go- students wanted psychology 101 last fall we don't
not one problem that's going to cease at the end of this
ing to take several years if we can do it that fast. You know that. All we know is that if 100 cards were made
year, however. If the student took a year off and
can' t drop this at this time because there's nothing else up for that course and they're all gone then at least
doesn't . come back until the fall of '72, he's· going to
to go to. We're discussing now if CAPS computer pro- 100 students wanted th.at course. I find this to be crucome back and his record is still going to be at Orono.
cessing service the universities data processing organiza- • :cial.information -that is not available and would be aThe only records we have requested are for the stuti~n will let us obtain the computerized registration
vailable with a system of registration and scheduling.
. dents we had in the fall and the studen1s we have now,
and scheduling system.
This has impact in academic planning. Certainly
who were here prior to the merger.
OBSERVER: Then a plan has been proposed to ·set trends over a period of time can be picked up thru the
' I think th_e cooperation I've received since I've bethis sort of thing up at UMPG?
use of this information. If you see constantly that the
come registrar is great. That includes faculty, adminGRANT: I wouldn't go that far. I'd say that CAPS
demand for psychology courses far exceeded the supply
istration and students. I think that most people realize
was aware of some systems that are in use at universi- then certainly at the university level this could be lookthat we're doing our best to solve some rnal problems
ites that I wasn't aware of and I've made them aware of ed at and corrections made.
and that some of these problems can't be solved overa couple of systems that I'm aware of. We are now in OBSERVER:
Have you worked with data processing night, that they are going to take some period of time
the process of exploring these systems and then of
before?
to solve. Everyone in this office has worked very hard
cou-rse we'll have to evaluate whether or not they could GRANT: I have at Boston university-the registration
and we've received a lot of cooperation from faculty,
work here. If so, which one would be the best and
was similar to what we use here today. I was involved
students, and administrators. One example is normally
work here. If so, which one would be the best and with improvement of student records systems there.
department chairmans, deans, or advisors receive the
what modifications would have to be made for them to We di°d not complete the scheduling system there but
complete transcript of a student's work each semester
work here.
it now is being worked on. At the University of Massprior to pre-registration. This· apparently hasn't been
OBSERVEB,: Are you in favor of a change in the re- achusettes we had a system that wasn't a true compu- · done for about a year and a half. We are making every
gistration procedure?
ter scheduling system but at least everyone signed up
effort to do this before pre-registration in the £all. This
GRANT: Definately. Using cards is antiquated but for the courses that they wanted and cuts were made
problem that you mentioned earlier, the CED-UMP reunfortunately right now there is no alternative.
afterward. Fonr hundred students maybe signed up for
cord file affects us. We have to get the records from
a course that could only take 50 but the names were
Orono, post the fall grades before we can provide tranrecorded on a roster and cuts were made afterwards
OBSERVER: How would this computer .w ork and
scripts for advisors. This I point out as an example
based upon fairest priorities. In that sense we used the
how would it be set up?
where we are receiving cooperation from the atlvisors.
computer
to aid us but the computer didn't do the work. The deans have been made aware of what we are trying
GRANT: It offers two advantages that this arena type
OBSERVER: Do you know what happened to the
doesn't. First of all, it removes the first come first
to in the fact that we' re hoping to have these so they're
serve basis which exists now. The stude11t who is the CED files which are in Orono now?
not bugging us daily. They understand that we are tryfirst one in the gym door on registration day has the
ing--that we eill have these records just in time for
GRANT: They're still there for the most part. About
advantage. ,I f there is one card left in a certain course
spring semester.
7 weeks ago I requested 1,000 records from Orono .
. he gets that card. A computerized registration and

Holt

cont. from page 4 " ... alive and well at UMPG ..-

Second, the resident housing survey·s which o- lar one to be taken at the Orono campus in the
ver 600 of the resident students filled out several near future will be an essential part of the c_
o-ed/
weeks ago are being prepared as part of the evi- 24 hour parietal proposal to be taken to the
dence to take to the Board of Trustees on the
Trustees.
matter of an extension of parietals and proposed I
In these areas of student concern along with
co-ed housing. It was discovered that all of the numerous other aspects allied with resident studorms on campus are in favor of 24 hour pariedent concern, the RSG h!1s worked long and hard
tals; and, with the exception of Anderson and
to fulfill its responsibility as the representative
Woodward Halls, are generally in favour ofco-ed
council for over one-fourth of the UMPG populahousing. Those who answered the survey also intion. Rather surprisingly, however, RSG was not
dicated that they did not favor the occupation of part of the Governance D~cument in its final
entire sections of dorms by fraternities and sorodraft, and still is not part of the official govern•
rities, although were very strop.gly supportive of . ing procedures for UMPG. Surely it is time that
allowing married couples to live . in residence ·I the Governance Review Committee would underhalls. Despite the usual grumblings that surve·ys .take to have a governing body whose constitunever do .~ything,: ~his ,1rurvey aloiig with a simu- ency composes 900 s_tlide'n't splaced int6 the' Gov-

• ''

ernence Document with its own set responsibilities apart from the other student oriented committees. Unofficially, RSG is alive and well at
UMPG. Officially._. . . . .. .

The Application Blank and Student Data Sheets for student teaching should be completed and returned to the
DirecMr of Secondary Student Teaching no later than
March 1.
Please Return Them To: William Soule
Director of Student Teaching - Secondary
University ·of Maine at Portland-Gorham
96 Falmouth Street
Portiana, Maine - 04103
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the haystack mountain show--;

Sit-ting in the midst of one of the finest shows to
come to the UMPG :Art Gallery , I have recollections of
the excitement I used to feel as a kid on his way to the
country fair. The show is so rich in texture , colors ,
fo rms , spaces , lines, all combined into unique personal
statements.
This show comes from the Haystack Mountain
School of Crafts located on Deer Isle, Maine and features workshops in cseamics, glass, graphics, jewelry,
and weaving. The workshops are headed by top craftsmen and craftswomen from all over the universe.
The school does not · claim to be just a school but
rather a place for ideas to grow and take life . It offers
the opportunity for an individual to work among a
community atmosphere where art runs for the term of
the workshop.
Art goes beyond the workshops. Out of the toiled
work comes images of . .. well, images to be seen and
experienced at the UMPG Art Gallery. The show runs
from February 27 through March 16.

text by Ray Lund
photos by Lynn Franklin
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dennis saindon ... student in the gallery
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photographs by mark skinner
printing by tim coleman
staff photos
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the· rafter ...your local cirmpus co'ffeehouse is open Friday and Saturda
nights at 8 pm ... it's a really 'nice' place to be each_weekend

150 Hear Experience
in Siqueria _Concert
In the air of a unique cultural experience, an audience of about 150 listened to Fidja Nicolai de
Siqueria, a Brazilian classical guitarist, last Thursday
night. Mr. Siquiera is an artist-in-residence at Bates
College and was presented with the cooperation of
the Maine Partners For Alliance In Progress. Beginning guitar lessons at the age of 15, Mr. Siquiera has
achieved a degree of Professor of Guitar, and is presently instructing at the Federal University of Rio
Grande de Norte, where he heads the guitar department.
Mr. Siqueria performed,with a distinguishing and
definately professional attitude, showing the marvels
of fine classical guitar playing. The audience confirm
ed his performance with absolute silence during the
. musical numbers and appreciative applause following
each selection.
In an age of loud music. Mr. Siqueria presented a
change in trend, playing six pieces from the Italian
Renaissance. Those that attended can easily say that
a unique and awe-inspiring job was accomplished in
the presentation. Mr. Siqueria produced such~ elaborate renditions of some songs, it was difficult to
grasp the remarkable skill 0f his playing. Those who
knew something about guitar playing marvelled at the
musical progressions, while the others were caught in
admiration, as his fingers flew about the guitar with
harmonic accuracy. A subl9i
harmonic accuracy. A sublime mood of enjoyment
was set in the dignified air of the Brazilian, as he
played . .
Those of the audience who left at intermission
chose to miss an even better performance of guitar
skill during the s~cond part of thnecital. ·Mr. Siquera
returned to confirm his intricate and unbelievable

PG Almost Blows It but ..
Nasson Falls
Mike Lavigne's basket from the top of the key with
three seconds remaining carried UMPG to a 53-51 victory over Nasson College. Nasson had made a great
comeback and actually forged a!Jead in the last two
minutes.
The last ninety seconds were packed with excitement
as both teams tried valiently to score. With the score
tied at 51 apiece PoGo called time - out to set up a still
offense. The offense was effective and Coach Sturgeon
called another time - out, lavigne took the inbounds
pass , dribbled to his left around a screen and shot the
jumper which gave PoGo the victory.
A standing ovation was giventto Dave Tamulevich
who scored a basket to put him over 1,000 points for
his career. He received the game ball at this point in
the first half.

Barabas Takes B Title
Barabas defeated the Cougars 61-53 to win the
B division intramural basketball championship. It
took a great team effort to defeat the Cougars, and
earn Barabas an undefeated season.
The Cougars shot well from the outside and {ook
an 11-6 lead before Barabas started to get untracked.
Larry Haag then hit on a couple of outside jumpers
and Lars Jonassen added one from the corner to give
Barabas the lead they never relinquished.
The second half saw the Cougars almost fall apart
as Barabas scored almost at will building up a fourteen point lead .- The Cougars fought back in the
closing minutes but could not narrow the gap significantly.
,·
Leading the attack for the wjnneis were Lars
Jonassen, Larry Haag, and Ron Lewis. Karl Frank
and John Foyt were outstanding in it-losing effort. ,

After m~king it five in ·a row with an easy win at
bates on Tuesday the UMPG women's varsity basketball team went down to defeat in overtime to a strong
team from the University of Maine at Presque Isle, 5348.
' In the Bates contest it was Jan Souza leading the
scoring with 17, followed by Patty Metcalf with 11
points in a game that saw UMPG in command all the
· way. The final score was 46-32.
Meeting its strongest challenge of the season, UMPG
was on the low- side of the score for almost the entire
game against UMPI. lflv!PG rallied in the third period
to' take a brief lead, only to have {)MPI again go ahead.
The home team trailed by only two points with no
time left on the clock when Jan Saurman pumped in a·
one hander to put the game io to overtime. UMPG was
unable to keep pace in the 3-rninute extra period and
costly fouls gave UMPI the edge in the final minutes of
the game.
1

TKE Sweeps to A Crown
"Dusty" Rhoades scored 22 points and hauled
down numerous rebounds enabling TKE to defeat
Grand Cosmos 68-56 in the finals of the intramural
playoffs. TKE outshot their opponents as they led
throughout increasing their final margin to twelve.
The first few minutes saw TKE jump to a comman
The first few minutes saw TKE jump to a commanding lead as Grand Cosmos simply could not
find the range. TKE kept this lead for ten minutes
before 'coolong off.' The Cosmos then rattled off
eight points and closed to within one. TKE spurted
in the last two minutes or'the first half to lead by
eight at halftime.
The second half saw the Cosmos led by Bill Mcgee
and Greg Herbert, tie it up with only eight minutes
to play. Tke then exploded with Tom Gross leading
the charge.
Besides Rhoades; Tom Gross and Bob Holden
were also stalwarts for TKE while Greg Herbert and
Bill McGee stood out fqr Grand Cosmos.

College of ·Physicians Concept: A Unique Opportunity· to ·Build
An important step was takep by the trustees of the
University of Maine on January 19 when they committed · themselves to the concept of a College of Physicians. The~resolution adopted at the meeting read:
Resolved, that the Board of Trustees accepts in concept the RATIONALE AND PROGRAM FOR A
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS IN THE ST ATE OF
MAINE as contained in the report of Medical Care
Action by the Board of Trustees to give approval for
initiation of a College of Physicians must await further documentation and verification of the availability of faculty, facilities and funding as outlined
within the proposal of Medical Care Development,
Inc. ·
Therefore, the Board of Trustees endorses the Govenor's recommendation to the Special Session of the
I 05th Legislature for an appropriation to the University of Maine for further study and development
of the concept of a College of Physicians.
/ The 265-page report prepared under a contract by
Medical Care Development, Inc., includes an a~alysis of
a wide range of fundamental problems in Maine's
health care system along with a rationale which offers
. an innovative program for the establishment of a sophisticated, nontraditional medical educational capa-.
· bility in Maine.
•
The appropriation of $75,000 last year by the Maine
Legislature set into motion a massive effort by a prestigeous group of health professionals, researchers, and

gor'I
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educators. :some participated on · a full time basis, others as consultants.
. A Physician Advisory Council of I 9 physicians was
appointed by the Chancellor of the University of Maine
to participate in the planning o_f the program and to recommend ~ppropriate action to the Chancellor. Their
recommendation, with a minority opinion of one, recommended that the University take steps to implement the program as ~ocm as possible.
Professional visits were made to 23 medical schools
.which are now involved in creating new approaches in
medical'education. Multiple g(ll)Up meetings were held
in various parts of the country to clarify specific
points. Student selection procedures, curriculum design, and finance have been extensively analyzed. Every medical school and every state planning agency in
the nation was cdntacted along with a number of legislative.committees. Through them we le.arned of methods being used in solving health care problems in other
rural areas .
Since it was apparent that such a stµdy could not be
completed with a $75,000 appropriation, additional
funds were forthcoming from the New England Regional Medical Programs Se.rvice in Washington.
· A great deal of en'.couragement has come from the
medical educators who were visited. They were certain
that this concept was "on the right track." Spontaneous endorsements have beeh otTered by Maine hospital turstees and medical directors,_,individual practic-
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ing physicians, and presidents of medical schools and
foundations. The concept has been endorsetl by the
House of Delegates of the Maine Medical Association,
and the Maine Chapter of the American Academy of
Family Practice.
While it is essentia,l to have the support of the Legislature at this time, it should be noted that it is not being sought beyond the next stage of development of
the program which will be under the aegis of the University. A great deal of highly technical and complicated work must be done before a Medical School for
Maine becomes a reality: a spokeman for the University !nust be appointed; accreditation procedures must
be inititate· a director must be found; faculty memhers should' be identified; the cur;iculum refined ; and
the budget confirmed. A request for an appropriation
of $75,000 for the University to carry out this work is
now before the Legislature.
There are significant Federal funds available for the
State of Maine for the implementation of this program.
The Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of
1971 and an additional appropriation through the Veterans Administration (now before the Senate and considered to have an excellent chance to becoming law)
are two major sources.
We do indeed have a unique opportunity to develop a
program which focuses on the health care needs of our
state and, at the same time receive extensive funding
from the Federal Government.
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BAILEY AUDITORIUffi
(GORHAffi) 7:30pm

Orson Welles

.Badmi·ntoners Belted
The UMPG Women's Badminton team lost all matches in competition against Bates College. Carolyn Sauer
defeated Sylvia Jones with scores of 11-10 and 11-2 in
first singles. Betty Rowan losf to Sue Oliver 11-1; 11-1
in_second singles, while Ann Donaghy swept the third
singles match 11-3; 11-6. The Bates doubles team completed the 4-0 match score with wins of 15-8 and 15-7,.,
defeating Carla Gregory and Julie Delaite. The UMPG
team record now stands at - 1-1 .

The UMPG baseball team will hold its first tryout session. Monday, Feb. 28, at the UMPG Portland campus
gym at 5 p.m. The practice will last until 7:30 and all
interested freshmen and upperclass candidates are urged to attend. Practice will be held everyday at this
time and place. Monday through Friday until vacation.
The all-purpose room in the Portland gym will be open
every day for batting practice.
Coach Bouchard is optimistic in his outlook for this
coming session. He has twelve pitchers out this year
and that should make any coach h.appy. The pitchers
are; Dave Bolduc, John Craige, Earl Foley, B;my Howell, Vincent Manzilli, Dennis McDonald, John Rogers,
Mike Savage, Tom Underwood, and Mike Wiley. The
other two pitchers are Bennett Luja and Rick Simonds
who are still playing basketball. The team also has
much depth at the catching position. Among this
group are , Jim Graffam , Ed McDonough , Ron Hunt,
Chris Gratto , Steve Pratt, and Jason Knight.
Although UMPG will be a strong club this season ,
they will. still have their work cut out for them when it
comes to winning the conference. This year they are
in the Eastern division along with Keene State College,
Eastern Connecticut, and t he always strong Rhode Island College.

~irdie Tourney Here
The first annual Maine Open Badminton Tournament will be.sponsored oy the University
of Maine at Portland-Gorham in cooperation with the
Portland YMCA on Saturday, March 4.
The event will be held in the Warren Hill Gymnasium on the Gorham campus at 10 a.m., and registration must be received in the physical education
office on either the Portland or Gorham campus no
later than Thursday , March 2.
According to Robert Folsom , UMPG assistant professor of physical education and a coordinator of the
tournament, there will be competition for men's
and women's singles, men's and women's doubles , and
mixed doubles.
Applications may be obtain~d from the physical
education office on either the Portland or the Gorham
campus, and everyone is welcome to participate.

Coming Soon 1-1I
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Chaperones Needed
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Over nite charerons for the Special Olympics are
needed for June 2, 1972. (This is after classes end.)
Would all interested organizations or individuals please
contact:
Jaynee Brooks - Upton Hall
Male chaperons are especially needed.
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The true university is a collection of books.

1

Ecology, racism, women's liberation, war and
the rest of the list are all important issues. Too
often, it seems that it's not the issues that are
significant but only the relevance of the issues.
We feel guilty if we're not doing what's' Right,
and we feel Wrong if we're not feeling the guilt.
There are things - little and big - that can be
enjoyed. For their own sake. And for no other
reason . Too often the Relevance Regalia focuses
only on what's not there rather than what exists.
For some people, perhaps, the patterns of smog
formed from a dingy smoke stack might be aesthetically pleasing. That doesn't justify the polluting smog, but it creates a new and positive
viewpoint where even the ugliness of pollution
can have its own beauty.
Truthfully, I haven' t resolved my own guilt
feelings about being irrelevant. True Confession :
In my city, The Lucy Show is on at the same
time as the Evening News. So I sit near the color
television - receiving radiation - and constantly
recycle the channels back and forth from one
show to the other. Last night, Lucy talked about
the casualites in Viet Nam while Walter Cronkite
put on a Charlie Chaplin costume and danced at
a PT A meeting. It all evens out.

Cat Mousam 11

Carlyle

The PEPPER SHACK
*8 Main St.*
Gorham

Features Pizza. and Italian Sandwiches
Free Delivery between 9 and 11 pm
with minimum order of $5.00!
Open noon to 1 am seven days a week
call 839-6062
-

INTERNATIONAL TEACHING

The only comprehensive, authoritative, and copvru?hted sourcebook and Employer Directory available on the subject of overseas opportunities ·for educators. Includes General requirements, locations, salaries, benefits, etc., for teachers, administrators, and Adv~rs needed in EUROPE-ENGLANO--JAPAN-SOUTH AMERICA-AFRICA-ASIA
and over 150 other countries. Often experience unnecessary ... Instuction in English most
always... All disciplines and grade levels. Over 15,000 persons will be hired in the next
few months. This professional publication available in the UMPG-Gorham Bookstore
now!! All new Third Edition just published.
. .
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Platter Perspective

Unique

land campus, and so must be evaluated under less strict standards.
Certainly, an explanationr to the
UMPG faculty is in order. Why
do official actions reflecting the
real status of progress toward
complete merger demonstrate inconsistency with your public statements?

;._

Jake Holmes: How Much Time - Columbia - C 30996 - $4.79
Why Columbia has been releasing so many
trashy albums lately seems to indicate that this
very powerful company has fallen upon a period
of mismanagement and unsound judgment about
Elections
for
the
two
vacant
stuartists
. and repertoire. Fortunately, they still
Sincerely,
dent seats on the University Coun- score a hit every so often, though the odds aPaul E. Van Hemel
cil were held on February 23 and
Assistant Prof. of
gainst this. seem to be increasing steadily as time
24. The winner of one seat was
Psychology ,
William Nutting. A tie vote for the goes on. Such an example is the first album of
second seat between Edward Ka- Jake Holmes on this label (he already has two
rass and Donald Stockford will re- collections of his material on Polydor ).
Any organization wishing to re- suit in a special election on March
His style can be described as being eclectic but
ceive funds from the Student Af- 8 and March 9.
it is not a watered-down, archaic hodgepodge like
fairs Committee next year should
Students will be able to vote in
other examples of a similar nature. He has the
submit a preliminary budget re- the Registrar's Office on either
unique
gift of absorbing, synthesizing and transquest to Alan Gibbons SAC treas- campus between 8:00 a.m. and
mogrifying musical ip.fluences . as varied antl diurer ' c/o the Student Union , Port- 4:30 p.m. on either day.
land, as soon as possible.
: verse as country-folk-rock, Kurt Weill and teenyboppish pop into a very individual, personal
statement almost neoclassic in character. He has
the •gift for poetic imagery of a Stephen SondThe true gentleman is the man whose conduct proceeds
heim or Harold Arlen and he uses this gift with
from good will and an acute sense of propriety, and
care, percision and spontaneity. Finally, he newhose sel{ control is equal to all emergencies; who does
ver resorts to the heavy-handed, self-indulgent

Definition: .

Peter Cates

1

not make the poor man conscious of his poverty, the obscure man of his obscurity, or any man of his inferiority
or deformity; who is him~elf humbled if necessity compels him to humble another; who does not flatter wealth .
cringe before power or boast of his own achievements or
possessions; who speaks with frankness but always with
sincerity and sympathy; whose deed follows his word;
who thinks of the rights and feelings of others rather than
his own; and who appears well in any company, a man
QUESTION: I am writing to find out the effect
with whom honor is sacred and virtue safe.
·
.

theatrics of so many performers and relies instead on a certain grace and subtlety which is
rarely found in today's music.
Having heard the first disc he made for Polydor, I can report that the extroverted, often overbearing quailty of his voice which seemed at
times incompatible with the gentle elusiveness of
his lyrics has mellowed considerably but the
strength of his music remains at the same high level. Listen to "A Pop Tune (It's Love") and you
will begin to perceive this man's sphere of creativity.
The lavish care which is bestowed upon the arrangements is revealed in the succulent, creamy
interweavings of piano, harpsichord, banjo and
strings in the very lovely ballad, "Just As Lost As
Me". At the other extreme we have a tune faintly echoing the early jugband music in "I'm' Feelin' Fine." Finally, a wry sense of humor is conveyed in "Wasp."
One may complain a bit of over-dubbing in
"Trust Me" but this is a minor flaw in an album. ,

the doctor's bag
.

if you don't come to
boogie, don't sit on
-·
the floor ...
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It appears .we got a bunc~ of good old rock and
'rollers out here in the country. Using the J. Geils
concert as a belwether, I'd say the days of love,
peace, and balloons are gone. And Bill Graham
may think it a bad thing, but it is about time that
we quit letting promoters, agents, and artists take
us bumpkins through fields of shit.
Crazy Horse showed up several hours late for
their Feb. 13 concert here and disappointed almost 4000 wet and sweaty ticket buyers. Schedc
uled to go on at 8:00, they announced at 8: 15
that their bus had gone into a ditch. They
should never have been allowed to touch the
stage. J. Geils got pissed and the crowd got more
pissed. But we all waited. They finally did start
their set. We all knew it was a mistake. They
left the stage within 20 minutes.
Bu·t it was too late already. J. Geils had come
to play (He was as high for this concert as any, of
us) but after waiting two hours, that group's high
became a down and so did the crowd's. Playing
before an audience which peaked during a Com~
mandet Cody record must have been stifling.
("This is a bummer") They played their typichlly tight set and came back for one more. It was
a good show but it could have been great. _
Why didn't it work? The cold rain was bad but
it didn't really hurt. It was a horror show funneling at least 500 oeople through two tiny doors
(How would you like to have bben caught behind
the door when it opened?) but the blame _m ust
rest with the individual who decided to let frazy
Horse play. They violated their contract and
should have been cancelled. The people obviously came to hear J. Geils and that band should
have been invited to play two sets,
Complaints about the standing crowd are invalid. If you don't come to boogie, don't sit on
the floor. And if you want to get stoned.for
free; sit up high in the bleachers. I understand
that the smoke was so thick you couldn't seea
Ripple bottle in front of yoUF face. · And .speaking of Ripple bottles and recycling, two bottles
· were found on the fl~or, full of piss.

of alcohol on falling asleep, if any. I enjoy drinking sherry or brandy late at night while reading.
I have noticed that I frequently have difficulty
falling asleep after I have had wine or brandy
close to bedtime. Is it possible for alcohol to induce insomnia? By the way, do you have any recommendations for insomnia other than a warm
bath? I have no tub.
ANSWER: While the common assumption is
that alcohol makes a person sleepy, artd this does
seem to be the case for most, I know of m@y
people who e_xperience tlfe opposite. Particularly
after several glasses of wine, some people find
that they fall asleep for a short period of time
and then wake up with a bad case of insomnia..
My own informal survey indicates that this is the

case more often with wine thaff;with alcohol taken in other forms, and has lead me to wonder if
some people metabolize wine differently than others producing'. substances which interfere with
. normal sleep. I have experienced severe insomnia
myself under these circumstances and designed
an elaborate experiment to determine specifically
which wines produce the insomnia. Although I
could do the research over the period of one
term (if I could sleep late in the morning) for
some unknown reason I was never able to get the
research money to pursue this curcial problem.
A cool shower before bedtime might even be
more effective than a warm bath as a means of
inducing sleep; Aside from avoitling caffeine
containing beverages, stay clear of vigorous exercise right before retiring, although exercise. during the day tends to make it easier to sleep at
night. One of the most helpful things-in trying
to get to sleep is sit down and relax for a half an
hour before getting into bed. Even if suffering
from bad insomnia, one should avoid taking naps
during the day as napping only makes it more
difficult to sleep at night. Insomnia occurs normally and is usually self limited and not serious.
In sexere cases, a physici;m should be consulted.

QUESTION: Can repetitious masturbation using one grip cause pinched nerves in the hand?
I get "writer's cramp" very easily with the thumb

and first finger, the same appendices that I use to
mastur\)ate. Can this be an early sign of arthritis? (This question was written by a man).
ANSWER: Relax your grip! What you describe
is not pinched nerves or arthritis. It is merely
some spasms or cramps in muscles. The small
muscles in your hand and forearm are not used
to being held in a tensed position for as long as it
takes you to masturbater or write. Most muscles
are designed to contract and relax rather than
to hold a fixed position. Such cramps, can be enhanced by hyperventilation (rapid breathing)
which can also produce numbness and tingling in
your extremities. As well, spasms of the muscles
of the hands and feet are common during sexual
excitement. If relaxing you,r grip doesn't work,
try using your other hand.
QUESTION: I take a bath every day and also
keep my genital area clean. Is there any other
need for douching other than to keep the vagina
clean? lhave 110 o~or problem .

ANSWER: Under most circumstances the vagina
tends to stay remarkably clean without doing
anything. In the absence of a vaginal infection,
much so-called vaginal odor may be traced to the
area immediately outside the vagina in the vulval
area. Adequate bathing usually takes r.care of
most of this. Under some circumstances women
do have problems with vagin_al odors and douching is recommended. If the difficulties are caused
by an infection, a physician must be consulted so
that the infection can be identified and properly
treated.
Some women who use birth control pills ·find
that they have changes in the normal vaginal secretion and are also prone to develop yeast infections. In such cases, douching is also advisable.
Long term use of antiQiotics for acne may create
. a similar need, again due to incidental changes in
the environment of the vagina. Many fancy and
expensive preparations are sold in chug stores but
the old expedient of two tablespoons of vinegar
and a quart of warm water works just fine .
(White or household vinegar, not wine vinegar.)
From what you describe, douching would hot be
recommended.

All suggestions for a commencement speaker should

be submitted to Mr. Mayo at Corthell Hall by this
Thursday.

unclassified classifieds ... unclass~
free classifieds for members of the university community ... just fill out the form or anything in the same format (file card, note paper, etc.) and drop it off in a) the office ... b)
the Jllailbox in front of _the library (G) ...c)
the mailbox in front of payson cafeteria .... .
any kind of ad you want ...we'II list and rerun it three (3) weeks in a row and keep it on
file for reference in th~ office .....

'd classifieds ...

FOR SALE:
Elcheepo 1964 Chevy Impala Conv. Greecer Car
Mag Wheels, Sticlt shift, runs real fine , ·a1most no rust,
for only $250.00 of your hard earned dope money.
Call : 799-4 717 ask for Gordon.

FAC Does Its Thing .
on Academic Freedom

The Faculty Affairs Committee unanimously approv
ed a Statement on Academic Freedom Thursday after
noon . Before passage, half of the document was dr.opThe UMPG Radio Station needs to know what type
ped in favor of an endorsemenf of the American As
of programs YOU want to hear next Fall when we start
broadcasting.
·
sociation of University Professors st atement on student
Give your program suggestions to: Hal Bergeson,
rights. That part was concerned with free student dis·
clip and use-clip and use-clip and use-free!
AV Dept., Larry Jacobs, 105 Woodward Hall , or any
cussion
, the student's privileged relationship with fa.
Radio Stat ion Personnel.
culty , access to student records, the student's role in
ALSO
...
StiII
many
openings
for
personnel
who
wish
to
OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS ... FREE!
work with the UMPG Radio Station
governance , students' right to organize and associate,
and the right of students to a free press. The FAC fel ·
that a statement on student academic freedom went
Cat Mousam Journal is now accepting contributions for _ beyond the FAC's responsibility.
its third issue---prose poetry, art, photographs, etc. The .
In arguing for faculty freedom from restraint and
office is in the Student Center in Gorham ...
1
pressure and the fears and anxieties they produce, the
statement says that " the faculty member must be
The Student Affairs Committee wants to hire guarantee_d the freedom to be uninhibited in criticizing
two students to type the student directory.
and in advocating changes of accepted theories, widelyPay will be $2.00 per hour. Anyone interested, held beliefs, existing social , political and economic inplease contact the Student Center.
stitutions, the policies and programs of the educational
institution at which he serves, and uninhibited in coming to the aid of any of his colleagues whose academic
PLEASE TAKE NOTE
freedom is;_in jeopardy."
All students that have ordered a 1972 yearbook must
Prof. David Fullam chaired the drafting committee.
pay for it by March 3, I 972. Bills were not sent to
At the end of- the meeting a near unanimous vot(
some students because their addresses were not availsupported a resolution urging the Governance Reviev
able .
Committee to create a formal recommendatory bod)
call 839-3351, ext 569
OFFICE HOURS: Mon. 3 - 4 :30
in which a f~culty consensus could be established anc
signer! ...
to assure at least 01 two-thirds faculty voice in any bo
Tues. I - 2
dies dealing with academic policies, curriculum, and fa
Wed. I - 1:45
culty voice in any bodies
Thurs . 9:45 - 10:15
culty personnel.
Fri. 1-2
In.other actions, the F AC unanimously elected Merle
Guay
to replace William Slavick on the .Ad Hoc Com
Join the Gorham Young Democrats help elect Sen.
Any one can use the lockers at Student Center by
mittee
. Prof. Slavick resigned, it is reported, because
Muskie
the
next
President
of
the
United
States.
contact Kathy Monohan.
he .concluded that he could not effectively represent
Con tact: Larry Jacobs
·
the Faculty on the committee.
105 Woodward Hall
The English department needs a work study student
The FAC also agreed , after two months' delay in th(
to work in their office on the Portland cam.pus. (411
case
of the omnibus University Operations Committee
Luther Bonney). The student must be able to type.
DON'T FORGET:
to make a number of appointments requested by th1
Please see Mrs. Record, Extension 426, if you are interCars must be registered by
ested.
Council. It delegated most of the appointments to th(
the end of this month with the
F AC chairman, Eugene Schleh.
state.
But several nominations were made. Leon Bien wai
elected to a three-year term on .the Athletic Advisory
Committee following a long discussion of means by
which the Faculty can have a voice in such decisions as
the recent one to field a hockey team out of the University budge t.
Larry Rakovan and David Hopkinson were chosen
fo r a committee to redecorate the Payson Smith cafeteria.
The merged University of Maine is accomplishing
operation with vocational-technical inSt itutes.
The FAC Personnel ,Policies Subcommittee is contin what the Legislature intended," Dr. Donald R. McNeil
"One of the more interesting developments with the uing it s work on a third draft of personnel policies presaid Thursday.
VTI's is a joint appointment with two of our campuses paratory to a Faculty refere ndum . Chairman Jack
(UMA and UMF) and two VTI's (Central Maine and · Peirce observed that the secong draft is being used this
Dr. McNeil, who will complete his third year as ChanKennebec Valley) of a counselor who works at all four , year for pe,rsonnel decisions.
cellor of the eight campus system on March I, told the
locations," Dr. McNeil said.
·
Prof. Peirce blamed poor communications within the
Augusta Kiwanis:
The Chancellor pointed out th at many people Cha_ncellor's office, between it ~d the UMPG ~dminis"The basic idea behind the merger was to provide
thought a merged University would provide iarge sav- tratwn and the FAC subcommittee for some six weeks
quality education to as many Maine people as possible,
of delay in completing
mgs
o f expen d a t ures .
- the policies.
utilizing existing resources to the maximum . I believe
"
.
.
A call wen t out for volunteers to complete staffing of
our record indicates we have done just that."
The fact is, of course, 1f you educate more people, th FAC B d t
d p - -- S b
·tt
h · d
.
e
u ge an
non 11es u comm1 ee c aue
The Chancellor mentioned that enrollment has grown
you have to spend more m?ney. But at t~e same time, by Robert French.
·
each year since the five state colleges and the Universisuch m_ana~ement techmques as centralized purchasFo11owing the meeting, a Duties and Compensation
ty campuses at Orono, Augusta, and_,,Portland merged,
mg, coordmat10n of efforts by campus experts, we do Subcommittee caucus elected Prof. Slavick chairman of
in fac t spend less money than was spent in the past for that' group, replacing Gale Miner.
·
and although revenue from the State has increased, it
comparable results, or would be if the campuses were
has not kept pace with enrollment growth.
" Prior to the merger, we receive.d .ap proximately I 3 · independent," Dr. McNeil said.
The inability to get that message across wa~ one of
per cent of the state's budget. We still receive about 13
the
examples he used to discuss the "low points" of hi~
per cent," he said.
three
year te nure·.
In addition to increasing the student body size, he
"
Of
course, the two capital construction bond refe rsaid the system offers a wider range of courses and proendum
-defeats
also were disappointments , a:s were tuigrams than prior ot the merger.
A student group has been working to establish a nontion
increases
and
the t1:u ning away of qualified appli" for example, right here in Augusta programs in art,
commercial FM radio station at UMPG. It is ex pected
cants the past two years," Dr. McNeil said.
nursing, administration and law enforcement have been
that the station will be received on both the Portland
As for the future, McNeil said he was hopeful that all
added since the merger," Dr. McNeil said . Also, we
and Gorham campuses, as well as in surrounding com of higher education had "turned the corner" as fa r as
have programs where students can _take the first two
munities within a fifteen to twenty mile radius of tht
public understanding was concerned. He also expressyears of a course, such as engineering or nursing, at
station . The Student Affairs Committee recently alloted the hope that the federal government would begin
Presque Isle before transferring to Orono or Portlandted money to support the station as a student activity .
to provide financial help,"especially to states such as
Gorham for the last two years."
Part of the application to the -Federal Communicaours which do not have a large tax base."
The Chancellor said the quality of programs was also
tions Commission for a license to operate the station
McNeil added that improving communications was
increasing.
requires us to furnish a schedule of the programs that
one
of his personal . high priorities as he begins his
"While quality is hard to define, one example might
we expect to broadcast. As a non-commercial, educafourth year as the chief academic and administrative
be the number of faculty members who hold doctortional FM st~tion we have the opportunity to broadofficer of the University .
ates. At Farmington, there are 27 faculty members
cast a wide range of programs to serve the needs and
"While we have made prograss in communications awith Ph.D's as opposed to just five prior to the merinterests of the student body and the community. Mumong
the various campuses, with some legislators and
ger," Dr. McNeil said.
sic, cultural offerings, public affairs, student activities,
others, a good communications system_really depends
He also talked of the planning and ,coordination
sports, campus news, drama, academic course work,
•on
everyone connected with an institution - faculty, and discussion of social or political issues might well be
which have been undertaken since th~ merger. As exstudents, staff, alumni and the public.
amples ih planning, he talked about the Higher Educaprogrammedon the UMPG station.
"Perhaps in three more years," he said , "we'll have
tion Planning Commission, the advisory committees
You are invited to submit suggestions for programs · ,
even more prograss to report."
formed to study health education needs and the coto be broa_dcast by the station.
'·'
''.

Mc-Neil is Satisfi·ed -with UM's P~ogress in S·Years;
Cites His Ideas of Quality ·Education for Maine

?Y

WGOR Solicits -Aid in
Form of Ideas/Workers
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Crisis Center Needs Help in Reorganizing Plans
Work is well under way to form a Crisis Center at
\ UMPG. Student reaction from various polls taken at
the UMPG campuses indicate a definite need fur such
,
a service. Areas to be delt with include phone lines,
person to person contact, public relations, referrals, research, records of material , and an outreach program.
Telephone lines will handle calls expected to deal
with subjects such as draft counseling, drugs, marital
problems, abortion, sexual deviations health, religion,
birth control, alcohol , suicide, loneliness, and depression_. Training in basic subject information and counseling will be initiated if the need is gstablished and
enough workers are available.
Referral service list are well underway. These lists,
started two years ago, are expected to be very valuable.
Public relations workers are desperatley needed. The
outreach program can be started if individuals a;e interested.
Options for the program include possibilities of university resources if the university approves the concepts of the organization or an independent set-up.

Thin_gs are Nice ...
Center.Joins Club
The University of Maine - Portland-Gorham has become a member of one of the oldest inter-collegiate associations in higher education. The Association of College Unions-International, founded in 19 I 4, is the only
major educational organization committed_to a student
staff partnership through student participation internationally, regionally and on individual campuses.
The University of Maine - Portland-Gorham joins almost 900 other member colleges and universities
throughout the world arid is represented _by Mr. George
Van Amburg, Director of the Student Union . .

Med itators to Meet
in Bailey at Gorham.
Students-· of International Meditation will hold na introductory meeting and lecture for all persons interested in learning about transcendental meditation Friday,
March 3, Room 101 Bailey, 3 p.m., Gorham Campus.
Transcendental· Meditation is a simple technique that
allows one to expand his mind in a natural, effortless
way. It is neither a religion or a belief but simply a
technique which helps to relieve stress and strain while
giving the body very deep restful sleep. All who cannot attend this meeting but are interested should note
that on March 3, at the State Street Church in Portland, the same introductory lecture will be offered at
8:00 p.m.

the· rafter Seeks
Talent for Weekends
Entertain your friends, rid yourself of anxieties and
frustrations, and gain new FRIENDS and popularity.
(not to mention free coffee and pocket money.)
The UMPG coffee house (located in the Gorham Student Union) needs your support and talent. Folk guitarist, singers, . blues performers, comedians, poets, or
all around versatile entertainers on the P.G. campus are
now given the chance to exploit their talents. Single
and group acts are now being booked for the remainder
of the semester. Give yourself a chance to be heard.
For information contact Bill Pankow, Music Dept.,
Corthel Hall, Gorham or the Student Union at Gorham
and leave your name with Kathy Monahan.
Make ~ntertainment a student activity.
Share your talents with a foend .

St. Joe's in Windham to
Survey Money to Town .

... --·-

.

,,,.

Twenty stueents from St. Joseph's College, who are
enrolled in a course entitled Methods in Social Research have taken on -a project to evaluate the mone-·
tary contribution that St. Joseph's College is making to
the surrnunding community of North Windham. This
class will be drawing up a design for the project which
will include checklists, tabulations, analysis .and presentation of data. All members of the faculty, administration, staff and students will be asked to carefully fill
out weekly check lists for the month of March which
will be a talley of all financial transactions with the
North Windham lfrea. The results of this survey should
prove to be of great interest .t o both the College and
the surroundi~g ~omrnun!tY:

This program has the support of students, faculty, and
administrators, but we need your help. Right now a
great deal of research and planning has been put into
this effort. We need your ideas and help; otherwise,
the staff will be overworked and the service will die.
If you are interested in helping or having any suggestions drop them in the ballot boxes in Bailey Hall or
Luther Bonney Hall.

Gorham Gives Conti Vote
Others to Follow Suit
The town of Gorham last week finally backed off
from its position of students as non-people when it
registered Fred Conti, a former Massachusetts ·man
who has been trying for months to become a voter in
this community. A letter from the town office to Fred
last Tuesday quietly told him he was a voter now and
had all the rights and privilages thereof.
· The fight for student voting rights is not yet over,
with such questions as what constitutt,s a residence in
Gorham (dorm as well as apartment), how will the
board treat other students' requests, the etfect on this
years' town election ...
According to Fred, He's "glad it's all over with .. .l
was sick ofit (the 7 month fight)".
Other students petitioning the courts have not yet
hear<;l frorr the town.

Don
(the
.
. Man) McNeil
Speak·ing Here March 2
The Chancellor will visit both campuses of UMPG
this Thursday, March 2, to talk with students. Dr.
McNeil will be on the Portland campus from 2:30 to
4 P.M. in Room 303, Payson Smith Hall and op the
Gorham campus from 4 :30 to 6 P.M. in IO Bailey.
A reception in Hastings Formal Lounge fur Dr.
McNeil and student leaders will f<>llow the open-end
dfscussions.
·

Commencement Plans ...
The Commencement Committee met for the first
time last Thursday at Gorham. The Committee quickly appointed a chairman and began work on the May
26 graduation.
·
The members decided to hold graduation at Portland Stadium because of the number of graduates
and guests expected to attend . In case of rain, UM-PG
will graduate irt the Portland Gymnasium.
Caps and gowns were discussed at length by the committee. One of the student members pointed out that
there might be some seniors who would refuse to wear
the traditional cap and gown. The committee decided
to delay action on this until _the student members had a
chance to speak to som_e other seniors and poll their
ideas concerning this controversial topic.
Commencement at the Stadium will take place on
May 26 at 10:00 a.m . The morning time was chosen
due to the start of the Memorial Weekend later that
day. This will accomodate those people who will be
travelling from Massachusetts and other New England
states.

KDE Elects New Officers
KDE held its first meeting of the spring semester on
fanuary 25. Some money making projects will include
selling stationary with the Dining Center pictured on
the front, visiting the local nursing homes to sing, and
a food sale after vacation for Special Olympics. Congratulations go to Sisters Gloria, Ring, Andrea Levesque
and Debbie Perkins on their recent engagements. Plans
are also being made to attend the Regional Conference
in the spring with oui: advisor, Mrs. Sawtelle. The sisters recently ordered new T-shirts and jackets. A silent
auction was held to make money for the soholarship
fund and proved to be a great success.
New officers for 1972 are President, Donna Ramsdell; Vice President, Susan Young; Treasurer, Helen
Milner; Secretary, Carole Rumery; and Historian, Gloria Fleming. Spring Rush, which begins March I, is being planned by Plegge Committee Joyce Pike , ~Uoria
Fleming, · Helen Milner, Stephanie Deveau, and Jean
Sherburne. All the sisters are anxiously awaiting tje
new pledges to KDE.

Placement Notes from Corthell Indicate
More Teacher Openings Around NE
- TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULEMarch 8 - Pittsfield, Maine - Elem . and KP, All K-9,
Feb. 24 - North Haven, Conn. - CANCELLED
March 14 - Tuesday - Augusta, Maine - HS Math,,
Current Events, Music, Ele. and KP Coaching.
Maroh is - Tuesday - Van Buren, Maine - All subjects
April 12 - Hudson, N.H. - all subjects
ctqarid:c21 - Hudson, N.H. - all subjects
April 21 - Simsbury, Conn. - all subjects
April 27 - Teacher Placement Day - all subjects
March 30 - Thursday - U.S. Marine Corps
May 11 - Thursday - U.S. Navy
Please sign up early at Gorham Placement Office,
Corthell Hall tel. 839-3351 Ext 241 or 242.

- TEACHER VACANCIES RECEIVED THIS WEEKElem. Music -_York, Maine - Available Now
Industrial Arts - Auburn, Maine - Available Now
Grade 2
Grade 5 (Male)- Boothbay Harbor, Maine - September
Guidance Director Industrial Arts (Grades 9-12) - Amesbury, Massachusetts• Now
Industrial Arts (Woods) - Valley Stream, Now York September
Grades 1-6 - Sept. - Windham, Maine
Grades 2, 5 (Man) Guidance Director - Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Art, Librarian, Vocal Music - Clayton, New York
Elem. Art, ~HS English (2), JHS Math, Pre-vocational
JHS, HS Math, Industrial Arts, Prim. (2) - Bar Mills,
Maine
frimary grades, Intermediate, art, music, Remedial
French, Spanish, Home Ee., I.A., Librarian, Media
Speciajist, Math, Music, Phys. Ed., Health, Remedial
Reading," Sci-Chem., Social Studies, Special Ed . Faiifield, Connecticut
Home Ee. - - ~pt. - Longmeadow, .Massachusetts

- CAREER INFORMATION ROOMThe Career Information Room, located in the Gorham Student Lounge , now _contains a new bulletin
board. Posted here in the future will be current teacher vacancies, part-time jobs, and summer job information. Also, career information on government, education , and business and industry jobs is available for
your use in the Room.

- REMINDERThe FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION will be given on Wednesday, February 23rd· at
I :00 p.m. in 405406 Bailey Hall. Applications are available at the Portland and Gorham Placement Offices
and the Portland ·Post Office. Please sign up· at the
Gorham Placement Office
SUMMER JOBS
A new world-wide summer placement directory is
now available at the Gorham Placement Office. This
manual lists over 100,000 National and International
SUMMER JOBS, and some permanent career opportunities. Feel free to come in and read this wealth of
summer job information.
Immediate Interviews - Gorham Placement Office
March 8th - Pittsfield, Maine - K-9, No Social Studies
or Science ·
Mornings of March 7 and 9 - Windham, Maine - 1-6
Grades
March 14th · - Augusta, Maine ..:.. H.S. Math, Current
Events, Elem. Music, Elem. and Kindergarten, Coaching
Sign up for an interview as soon as possible : Tel. 839
3351, Ext. 241

